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Why use Xe?
- Isotopic enrichment, purification established
- Soluble to LS more than 3 wt%, easily extracted

1st phase

- Slow 2νββ (T1/2 > 1022 years) requires modest
energy resolution

Merit of using KamLAND
(1) Ultra low radioactivity environment based on ultra pure LS and
9m radius active shield
U: <3.5x10-18 g/g Th: <5.2x10-17 g/g

(2) no modification to the detector is necessary to accommodate
DBD nuclei
(3) high sensitivity with low cost (~6M$, budget secured)
~60 meV with 1.5 year

(4) reactor and geo- antineutrino observations continue
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2nd phase

(5) high scalability (2nd phase)
1000 kg 136Xe, improvement of energy
resolution with light concentrators and
brighter LS (~30M$)
~25 meV with 5 years

R & D Items
(1) Xenon loaded LS with the same density, luminosity, transparency
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(2) 2.7~4 m φ Mini-balloon
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R & D Items
(3) Xenon purification, storage, extraction etc
experiences of big distillation system, high pressure nitrogen production

(4) Cosmogenic background rejection with dead-time free electronics
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Sensitivity for Neutrino Mass
1st phase

KKDC claim, degenerated hierarchy test
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inverted hierarchy test
Target sensitivity of the 2nd phase is ~25 meV with 5 years
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Summary

•

We studied the possibility of 0νββ search with
KamLAND using the Xe loaded LS

•

The sensitivity for the neutrino mass was evaluated
1st phase : KKDC claim, degenerated hierarchy test
2nd phase : inverted hierarchy test

•

R&D items for the 136Xe experiment

(1) Xenon loaded LS with the same density, luminosity, transparency
(2) 2.7~4 m φ Mini-balloon
(3) Xenon purification, storage, extraction etc
(4) Cosmogenic background rejection with dead-time free electronics

